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The Triangular Matrices Gaussian Eliminationand Related DecompositionsG. W. StewartSeptember 1995ABSTRACTIt has become a commonplace that triangular systems are solved tohigher accuracy than their condition would warrant. This observationis not true in general, and counterexamples are easy to construct.However, it is often true of the triangular matrices from pivoted LU orQR decompositions. It is shown that this fact is closely connectedwith the rank-revealing character of these decompositions.1. IntroductionIn 1961 J. H. Wilkinson [10] published a ground-breaking error analysis of Gaus-sian elimination. In the course of the paper he observed that triangular systemsare frequently solved more accurately than their condition would warrant. In sup-port of this observation he oered some examples and suggestive analyses, but nogeneral theorems.Wilkinson's observation has stood the test of time. But it has a touch ofmystery about it. No general results can be proved, because it is easy to ndinnocuous looking matrices that are quite ill behaved| for example, an uppertriangular matrix of standard normal deviates row scaled so that its diagonals areone. Thus any general bounds have to be weak. The weakness usually manifestsitself by the appearance of a factor of 2n in the bounds.However, the matrices Wilkinson was chiey concerned with were the unitlower triangular matrix L and the upper triangular matrix U that are producedby pivoted Gaussian elimination applied to a matrix A. It is the purpose of thispaper to show that these matrices have special properties that derive from therank revealing character of Gaussian elimination.Specically, it has been observed that Gaussian elimination with partial orcomplete pivoting tends to reveal the rank of a matrix in the sense that thediagonal elements of U are ball-park estimates of the smallest singular value of thecorresponding leading principle submatrix of A. Under conditions that generallyobtain for Gaussian elimination, this observation has two consequences.1
2 The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Elimination1. Any ill-conditioning of U is articial in the sense that if U is row scaled sothat its diagonals are one, then its smallest singular value is near one.2. The matrix L is well conditioned.The rst of these consequences implies that systems involving U will be solvedaccurately, since the best bounds on the accuracy of the solution do not dependon row scaling [3]. The second implies ipso facto that systems involving L will besolved accurately.It might be objected that we have traded one mystery for another|the otherbeing that Gaussian elimination tends to be rank revealing. The proper responseis that it is not very mysterious. If A is exactly defective in rank, then Gaussianelimination must produce an exact zero on a diagonal of U , and by continuitythe element will tend to remain small when A is perturbed slightly. In fact, mostpeople are surprised to learn that Gaussian elimination can fail to detect a neardegeneracy. Moreover, the examples on which Gaussian elimination does fail areinvariably constructed by forming the product carefully chosen triangular factors.The mystery would be if Nature, who is ignorant of LU factorizations, shouldcontrive to produce such a matrix.In the next section we will establish the basic results on rank revealing tri-angular matrices. In the following section we will apply the results to Gaussianelimination, and in x4 to the QR and Cholesky factorizations. The paper con-cludes with a brief recapitulation.In the following, k  k denotes the 2-norm. We will make free use of theproperties of the singular value decomposition. For details see [2, 4, 6].2. Lower bounds for singular valuesThe purpose of this section is to show that a triangular matrix whose principalminors reveal their rank becomes well conditioned when its rows are equilibrated.The heart of the development is a technical lemma that relates the smallest singu-lar value of a triangular matrix to those of its largest leading principal submatrix.Lemma 2.1. Let R̂ =  R r0 1!be upper triangular. Let  be the smallest singular value of R and ̂ be thesmallest singular value of R̂. If for some ;  2 (0; 1] the smallest singular value 
The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Elimination 3of the matrix  R r0 !satises   ; (2.1)then ̂  p2 + 2 : (2.2)Proof. Let  R r0 1! x! = ̂ y! ;where the vectors (xT ) and (yT ) have norm one. Sete =  ̂R 1y and ~x = x+ e;so that  R r0 1! ~x! = ̂ 0! :Let  =  ~x! :Then it follows from the relation1  R r0 ! ~x! =  0 1̂!that  1̂  . Hence by (2.1), ̂  ;or ̂   : (2.3)Now kek = k̂R 1yk   1̂kyk =  1̂q1   2:Hence   1   1̂q1  2;
4 The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Eliminationand it follows from (2.3) that ̂   + p1  2 : (2.4)The maximum of the denominator of this expression occurs when2 = 22 + 2 ;and its value is p2 + 2. The inequality (2.2) follows on substituting this valuein (2.4).We wish to apply this lemma to get lower bounds on the singular values of arow-equilibrated upper triangular matrix. We will denote the original matrix byU and assume without loss of generality that its diagonal elements i are positive.Let D = diag(1; 2; : : : ; n);so that the equilibrated matrix is D 1U .To pin down what we mean for a triangular matrix to be rank revealing, wemake the following denition.Denition 2.2. Let U be upper triangular of order n and let  be the smallestsingular value of U . We say that U is rank revealing of quality  if = junnj:The quality factor  in this denition is always less than or equal to one, since  junnj. The nearer  is to one, the better junnj estimates . It should bestressed, that this denition has been tailored to the requirements of this paperand is not meant to preempt other denitions of what it means to reveal rank.We are going to use our lemma to get a recursion for a lower bound on thesingular values of the leading principal submatrices of D 1U . Let Uk and Dkdenote the leading principal submatrices of order k of U and D. Let k be thesmallest singular value of Uk and, suppose Uk reveals k with quality k, so thatk = kk:Let  be the smallest singular value ofUk =  Uk 1 uk0 k! ;
The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Elimination 5Since the diagonal elements of D 1k 1 are all greater than one, the smallest singularvalue  of  D 1k 1Uk 1 D 1k 1uk0 k !is not less than k. Thus   kk;which is just the hypothesis (2.1) of Lemma 2.1. Applying the lemma withR̂ =  D 1k 1Uk 1 D 1k 1uk0 1 ! ;we nd that if k is the smallest singular value of D 1k Uk |i.e., the equilibratedprincipal minor|then k  kk 1q2k + 2k 1 : (2.5)We sum up these results in the following theorem.Theorem 2.3. If for k = 2; 3; : : : ; n the leading principal minor Uk of U revealsits rank with quality k, and k the smallest singular values of Uk row-scaled sothat its diagonal elements are one, then the k satisfy the recursion (2.5).There is a corresponding theorem for lower triangular matrices. The onlydierence is that the scaling is by columns rather than rows.The recursion, starting with 1 = 1, allows us to compute lower bounds onthe smallest singular value of the leading principal minors of the equilibratedsubmatrices. In general if the k are uniformly bounded away from 1, the recursionconverges to zero. However, if the k are uniformly bounded away from zero, theconvergence is sublinear in the sense thatk+1k ! 1:Typically, a sequence converging sublinearly to zero shows an initial sharp decreasefollowed by an increasingly slow approach to zero. Our recursion is no exception.The following table exhibits values of the lower bounds for k when k is held
6 The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Eliminationconstant. k 0:50 0:10 0:015 2:4e 1 5:0e 2 5:0e 310 1:6e 1 3:3e 2 3:3e 3100 5:0e 2 1:0e 2 1:0e 31000 1:6e 2 3:2e 2 3:2e 3In fact it can be shown that in the limit the iterates approach =pk. (For ageneral theory of sublinear convergence see [7].)The price we pay for these slowly decreasing bounds is the requirement thatU satisfy a strong rank-revealing condition. The diagonals of U must not justapproximate the corresponding singular values of U but instead must approximatethe smallest singular value of the corresponding leading principal submatrix. Bythe interleaving theorem for singular values, the latter can be smaller than theformer.To illustrate the bounds, let us consider an upper-triangular matrix whoseelements are standard normal deviates and also some triangular matrices that canbe obtained from them by computing factorizations. Each column of Table 2.1contains ve replications of an experiment involving an upper triangular matrix oforder 25. The source of these triangular matrices is explained in the legend. Eachdouble entry consists of the smallest singular value of the equilibrated matrix andthe lower bound computed from the recursion (2.5).The bounds are remarkably sharp, which suggests that we gave little awayin their derivation. If we had used the minimum of the ratios  = k=k forthe k, the bounds would not have been much worse. Owing to the sublinearconvergence of the recursion, the bound would quickly drop to a little below and then stagnate.Turning now to the kinds of matrix used in the experiments, we note from therst column that a random normal matrix U is not good at revealing its rank,as evidenced by the small lower bound. Since the bound is nearly attained, weobserve a small singular value in D 1U .The numbers in the second column come from the R factor in a pivoted QR de-composition of the U in column one. Such a decomposition is generally an excellentrank revealer [5], and indeed we observe that the bounds and the smallest singularvalue are near one.We will discuss the experiments of the third and fourth columns after we applyour results to Gaussian elimination.
The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Elimination 71 2 3 42:6e 10 3:6e 01 3:1e 02 1:1e 101:0e 10 1:4e 01 2:1e 02 6:7e 115:6e 07 3:4e 01 1:9e 02 1:1e 063:0e 07 1:3e 01 1:1e 02 2:8e 071:8e 08 3:6e 01 3:6e 02 1:7e 081:6e 08 1:4e 01 2:6e 02 1:5e 082:1e 11 3:4e 01 5:3e 02 3:2e 111:3e 11 1:3e 01 3:2e 02 8:1e 128:2e 07 3:6e 01 1:8e 02 4:8e 075:4e 07 1:3e 01 1:5e 02 2:7e 071. U consisting of standard normal deviates.2. R from the pivoted QR decomposition of U in 1.3. The upper triangular part of the LU decomposition of UQ, U from 1 and Qa random orthogonal matrix.4. The upper triangular part of the LU decomposition of QU , U from 1 and Qa random orthogonal matrix.Table 2.1: Some Experiments with Triangular Matrices3. Gaussian eliminationIn applying our results to Gaussian elimination, we will have to make use ofsome empirical facts about the growth of elements in course of the algorithm.For experiments and analyses concerning this important topic, see the paper byTrefethen and Schreiber [9].Let the matrix A of order n be decomposed by Gaussian elimination withpivoting, so that PTAQ = LDU;where P and Q are permutation matrices, L is a unit lower triangular matrix,and U is unit upper triangular. When partial pivoting is used, Q = I and theelements of L are less than one in magnitude. When complete pivoting is usedboth L and U have elements less than one in magnitude.We will assume that kLk and kUk are slowly growing functions of n. For com-plete pivoting, we have the bound kLk; kUk  n, which is often an overestimate.
8 The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian EliminationFor partial pivoting, the bound continues to hold for kLk. The fact that kUkgrows slowly is related to the slow growth of elements in Gaussian elimination.Let Ak, Lk, Dk, and Uk be the leading principal submatrices of A, L, D, andU . Let k denote the smallest singular value of DkUk, and k the smallest singularvalue of Ak. Dene k = kjkj and k = kjkjThus k is the quality of jkj as a revealer of the rank of A.Now since Ak = Lk(DkUk), we have k  kkLkk, ork  kkLkk :By our hypothesis on the size of kLk, if Uk reveals the rank of the Ak in thesense that k is near one, the matrix DkUk also reveals its own rank. Since thesestatements are true for all k, it follows from the considerations of the last sectionthat the smallest singular value of U is near one.The well-conditioning of L can be deduced by the same argument applied toAT.The last two columns in Table 2.1 show two aspects of these results. In thethird, the columns of the matrix U of standard normal deviates was scrambled bypostmultiplication by a random orthogonal matrix Q, and Gaussian eliminationwith partial pivoting was applied to obtain a new upper triangular matrix. Thisnew matrix is rank-revealing and consequently scaling its rows makes its smallestsingular value near one. The bounds also show that Gaussian elimination withpartial pivoting is not as good at revealing rank as pivoted QR.In the fourth column, the matrix U is replaced by QU and subjected to Gaus-sian elimination with partial pivoting. Here the new upper triangular matrixcompletely fails to reveal the rank of the original, and when it is scaled it hassmall singular value. The reason is easy to see. If we let Q = LR be a partiallypivoted LU decomposition of Q, then RU is the upper triangular matrix com-puted from QU . But as it turns out Q, L, and R are well conditioned, hence RUremains rank concealing.These results have implications for the perturbation theory of the LU decom-position. Let A+ E have the LU decomposition (L + FL)(U + FU) and let S bean arbitrary nonsingular diagonal matrix. The author has shown [8] that for anyabsolute norm k  k kFUkkUk  (L)(SU)kEkkAk ;
The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Elimination 9where as usual (X) = kXkkX 1k. The results derived here say that if U revealsthe rank of A the factor (L)(SU) can be made near one| i.e., U is insensitive toperturbations in A. However, it is important to keep in mind that the insensitivityis normwise. Small elements of U are generally quite sensitive, as common sensewould dictate.4. Related DecompositionsStronger results can be obtained for the triangular matrices produced by orthog-onal decompositions. For example, let A be an m  n matrix with m  n. Thepivoted QR decomposition factors A in the formAP = QR;where P is a permutation matrix,Q is an mnmatrix with orthonormal columnsand R is upper triangular with positive diagonal elements. The pivoting insuresthat r2kk  jXi=k r2ij; j = k + 1; : : : n:The pivoted QR decomposition is known empirically to reveal the rank of A inthe following sense [5]. If Ak denotes the matrix consisting of the rst k columnsof A, then rkk is an approximation to the smallest singular value of Ak. Since thesingular values of the leading principal matrixRk of R are the same as the singularvalues of Ak, the matrixRk will also be rank revealing. Consequently, the smallestsmallest singular value of the matrix obtained by scaling so its diagonal elementsare one will be near one. Thus the R factor from a pivoted QR factorization isanother source of triangular systems that tend to be solved accurately.These results possibly explain an observation of Golub on the use of House-holder transformations to solve least squares problems [1]. He noted that columnpivoting slightly improved the accuracy of the computed solutions. From the pointof view taken here, pivoting would make the R more rank revealing and hence theQR equations for the least squares solution would be solved more accurately.Since the R factor of AP is the Cholesky factor of PTATAP , pivoted Choleskyfactorization with diagonal pivoting of positive denite matrices also give rise tosystems that can be solved accurately. The same can be said of the systemsresulting from two-sided orthogonal decompositions like the URV and ULV de-compositions.
10 The Triangular Matrices of Gaussian Elimination5. ConclusionsWe do not claim to have solved the mysteries of Gaussian elimination in this pa-per. The basic result is that if Gaussian elimination produces a rank-revealingLDU factorization with L and U of modest norm, then L and U , suitably scaled,must be well conditioned, and systems involving them will be solved accurately.That pivoted Gaussian elimination should be rank-revealing is not in itself sur-prising, and the all counterexamples I am aware of are obtained by starting withrank-concealing triangular matrices (cf. column four in Table 2.1). The fact|critical to our analysis| that L and U are of modest size is guaranteed for com-plete pivoting, but for partial pivoting what inhibits growth of the elements of Uis imperfectly understood [9].For the pivoted QR and Cholesky factorizations we need no auxiliary hypoth-esis about the sizes of the triangular factor. All we need to believe is that thefactorizations reveal rank.Perhaps the most unusual feature of the analysis is the nature of the recursion(2.5). It is a great leveler, eager to reduce 's that are greater that  and reluctantto reduce themmuch further. For example, if  = 2, then  is reduced by a factorof 0:45, whereas if  = 12 it is reduced by a factor of only 0:89. Thus, even if atriangular matrix consistently overestimates the rank of its principal submatrices,the overestimates have only a one-time eect and do not propagate exponentiallyin the bounds. May we have more bounds of this nature!References[1] G. H. Golub. Numerical methods for solving least squares problems. Nu-merische Mathematik, 7:206{216, 1965.[2] G. H. Golub and C. F. Van Loan. Matrix Computations. Johns HopkinsUniversity Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 2nd edition, 1989.[3] N. J. Higham. Accuracy and Stability of Numerical Algorithms. SIAM,Philadelphia, 1995. To appear.[4] R. A. Horn and C. R. Johnson. Topics in Matrix Analysis. CambridgeUniversity Press, Cambridge, 1991.
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